COLONIAL SHAG CLUB SURVEY -- JUNIOR SHAGGER ACTIVITY(S)
08 February 2016
Please provide your sentiments on the following:
1. I support the idea of promoting Junior Shaggers. Yes ____ No ____
2. I would be willing to expend personal time for this effort. Yes ____ No ____
If yes, in what capacity: Chairperson ___, Instructor ___, DeeJay ___, Driver ___, Event Chaperone ___,
Other _________________________________________________
3. I think a good age bracket for Junior Shaggers is ____ (low age) to 20 (21 and over, not a Junior)
4. I think a good time for Junior Shagger activity is: On a club's social dancing night ____
At a separate day/time ____ Suggested day/time/frequency ______________________________________
5. I think Junior Shagger activity should be:
a. Lessons ____ b. Social Dancing ____ c. Party(s) ____ d. Field trip(s) ____
e. Other ______________________________________________________________
6. I think the charge for Junior Shagger participation should be:
Zero $
$1
$2
$3
$4
Other ___ (circle one)
7. I think local Junior Shagger activity should occur: Weekly ___ Bi-Weekly ___ Monthly ___ Other _______
8. The most immediate source of Junior Shaggers is probably in your household, or your children's
household(s)--your Grandkids. The answer to these questions are probably critical as to whether there is
sufficient interest to pursue a Junior Shaggers effort.
a. How many children/grandchildren do you have in the age group age 6 to age 20? ___
b. How many do you think would be interested in learning to shag? ____
c. Would you be willing to make the effort to help them attend Junior Shagging activities?
Yes ____ No ____
9. I have knowledge of/association with other organizations that are potential sources of Junior Shagger
candidates (i. e, churches, private schools, social organizations) and would be willing to work with such
organization(s) to promote Junior Shagging. Yes ____ No ____
10. In addition to a facility, music, and instructors I think things that would be required to facilitate an ongoing
Junior Shaggers activity include ______________________________________________________________.
11. My Shag Club affiliation is: Colonial Shag Club ____ Boogie On The Bay Shag Club ____
Virginia Beach Shag Club ____ Other ______________________________________
My name is(optional): ________________________________________________
Address (optional): ___________________________________________________
Phone Number (optional): ________________ Email (optional): ___________________________

